We present an approach to studying optical band gaps in real solids in which Monte Carlo methods allow for the application of a rigorous variational principle to both ground and excited state wave functions. In tests that include small, medium, and large band gap materials, optical gaps are predicted with a mean-absolute-deviation of 3.5% against experiment, less than half the equivalent errors for typical many-body perturbation theories. The approach is designed to be insensitive to the choice of density functional, a property we confirm in ZnO, a challenging case in which G0W0 predictions are strongly dependent on the functional. By exploiting this insensitivity, our method can analyze which density functionals best satisfy the assumptions of many-body perturbation theory in a particular solid and can thus guide the application and improvement of these widely used techniques.
Quantitative study of electronic excitations in solids remains a central topic in condensed matter theory due to their importance the spectroscopic characterization of materials and in technological applications such as light harvesting. For many semiconductors, approaches based on many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) in the form of GW 1 and Bethe-Salpeter equation 2 (BSE) methods have been particularly successful 3 and these and related methods remain a highly fruitful topic of research.
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However, there are many materials of great technological interest, especially within the transition metal oxides, whose low-energy electronic states do not satisfy the assumptions of standard MBPT and remain difficult to model accurately.
A key aspect of MBPT is the assumption of a zeroth order picture in which electronic excitations are simple particle-hole transitions between the one-particle eigenstates of Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT). In this picture, the lowest excited state, which we will refer to as the conduction band minimum (CBM), corresponds to a single open-shell electron configuration in which one electron has been promoted from the top of the valence band to the bottom of the conduction band. Although DFT itself is known to drastically underestimate the corresponding band gap, 3,12 this zeroth order picture is nonetheless quite close to reality when simple solids like C diamond and Si are treated with standard LDA 13 or GGA 14 density functionals, and so in such cases MBPT is expected to be and is quite accurate.
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The story can be strikingly different, however, when a solid/functional pairing produces one-particle states in which the true CBM wave function differs significantly from the assumed zeroth order picture. Indeed, the success of hybrid functionals 16, 17 in improving gap predictions in areas where pure functionals perform poorly 18, 19 suggests that how closely the CBM comes to matching the assumed zeroth order picture, and thus the reliability of MBPT, should in some cases be strongly dependent on the choice of functional and what degree of selfconsistency is sought in the GW equations. Were it possible to predict from first-principles which density functional came closest to satisfying MBPT's assumptions in a particular solid, the modeling of difficult materials' spectra could be made substantially more predictive.
In this Letter, we present a variational formalism for CBM wave functions that can both predict optical band gaps and analyze the appropriateness of a given density functional for use with MBPT. Our approach is to combine recent advances in excited state variational principles [20] [21] [22] [23] with an approximate wave function ansatz suitable for describing both the ground state, i.e. the valence band maximum (VBM), and the CBM. Crucially, the ansatz is constructed so as to be capable of representing both nontrivial BSE-like superpositions of particlehole excitations and the screening effects that arise from polarizations of the electron cloud in the vicinity of an exciton. It is important to stress that, because this approach amounts to the energy difference between two neutral states, it makes predictions about optical gaps, and so exciton binding energies must be considered when comparing to fundamental gaps. Gap comparisons aside, the fact that the method yields an explicit wave function representation for the CBM state allows us to inspect directly how well MBPT's zeroth order wave function assumption is satisfied by the eigenbasis of a given density functional and, by extension, how likely it is that MBPT approaches starting from that functional will be accurate.
Just as the energy E = Ψ|H|Ψ / Ψ|Ψ can be minimized to find a "variationally best" representation of the ground state within a given ansatz, we find our CBM state by minimizing the function
whose global minimum is not the ground state but the H-eigenstate with energy immediately above the chosen value ω, 20 which we can set so as to target the CBM. In practice, we allow ω to relax 22 during our optimization so that at convergence we achieve ω = E − σ and a result that is equivalent to that of a size-extensive minimization 24 of the energy variance σ 2 . Note that we also use Ω to evaluate the VBM, as this is known to provide a more balanced treatment for energy differences than optimizing one state with Ω and the other with E.
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To further improve balance so as to maximize cancellations of error, we also follow the recent approach 21 of adjusting the flexibility of one of the wave functions in order to ensure that, as measured by σ 2 , the VBM and CBM wave functions are of equal quality.
We pair this excited state variational approach with a multi-Slater Jastrow 25, 26 wave function ansatz
where U ( r) is a correlation factor
in which V and W are represented by 10-point cubic Bsplines of the electron-nuclear (r ip ) and electron-electron (r ij ) distances, respectively, with independent spline parameterizations for each chemical element and for sameand opposite-spin electron pairs. The sum on I runs over the Slater determinants necessary to construct the basic structure of the state and account for state-specific polarization effects. For the VBM, we include the closed shell Kohn-Sham determinant for the basic ground state structure plus all single particle-hole excitations, which represent the leading order terms in a Taylor expansion of the orbital rotation that would transform the KohnSham determinant into whichever determinant minimizes the VBM in the presence of the correlation factor under Ω optimization. For the CBM, we would like to include all single particle-hole excitations as in the BSE approach (in which a screened Hamiltonian with full exchange effects is diagonalized in this basis) as well as the closed shell determinant and all double particle-hole excitations, which would again allow us to capture the leading order effects of an orbital rotation that in this case would allow for a repolarization of the electron cloud in the vicinity of the exciton. However, as it is not feasible at present to work with all double excitations in real materials, we first minimize Ω for singles excitations and the closed shell term alone before adding in only those doubles that contain a singles component with coefficient C I larger than 0.1. In this way we approximate an orbital-relaxed configuration interaction singles wave function and can thus expect to have band gap predictions that are approximately size intensive.
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To mitigate the difficulty of dealing with the H 2 term in Eq. (1), we evaluate Ω using variational Monte Carlo (VMC) 20, 28 and minimize it via a modified version 20 of the linear method, 29, 30 an overall approach that also allows for straightforward handling of periodic boundary conditions. 31 We have implemented our method within a development version of QMCPACK, 32 in which we have adapted the fast multi-Slater method 25, 26 to work with the cubic B-spline representation 32 of Kohn-Sham orbitals from Quantum ESPRESSO. 33, 34 To avoid the unnecessary simulation of low-energy core electrons, we used Burkatzki-Filippi-Dolg (BFD) pseudopotentials 35 for Li, C, F, and Si, the norm-conserving pseudopotential of Shin et al 36 for O, and the semi-core-included pseudopotential of Krogel et al 37 for Zn. While variance matching 21 could be achieved by limiting the flexibility of either the VBM or CBM, we have done so in this study by withholding high energy singles from the VBM. Finite size effects have been controlled by linear 1/N extrapolations as shown for example in Fig. 1 , except for the case of ZnO in which the cost of simulating semi-core electrons limited us to a scale at which a less systematic finite size correction was necessary (see Appendix for this and other computational details).
As seen in the results labeled by configuration interaction singles and doubles (VMC-CISD) in Tables I and II, the approach described above is quite effective for predicting optical gaps in small (Si), medium (C, LiH, ZnO), and large (LiF) band gap materials. Indeed, its mean-absolute-deviation (MAD) from experimental values across these five systems is just 3.5%, which can be compared to MADs of more than double this amount for the optical gaps obtained by subtracting the known exciton binding energies from G 0 W 0 and self-consistent GW gaps. In Si, C, and LiH, MBPT is highly effective, and one would expect its zeroth order picture to be valid. Our VMC results bear these expectations out with CBM wave functions that are overwhelmingly dominated by the lowest-energy particle-hole transition that forms the zeroth order picture of the band gap, reaffirming that MBPT is not only accurate in these areas but that its accuracy derives from the appropriateness of its approximation. The story is quite different in LiF and ZnO, with Figure 2 revealing that, at least when using LDA as the generator of the one-particle basis, the CBM wave function deviates significantly from the simple picture of a single electron undergoing a transition from one occupied to one unoccupied orbital. In both cases, the LDA basis leads to a CBM wave function that is a superposition of multiple single excitations, which violates the assumed zeroth order picture of MBPT and thus helps to explain why its results are so sensitive to the choices made in its practical application.
38-40 Work by Sommer et al
49 reveals that, in LiF at least, these issues can carry over to the BSE approach, which in this case proves incapable of providing a satisfactory correction to MBPT. Note that these issues need not be seen as a failure of one-particle theory in these systems, as a CBM that contains multiple different particle-hole components may be only an orbital rotation away from the assumed zeroth order picture of MBPT. When such a rotation is applied to a single particle-hole transition, the result is in general a linear combination of transitions, each of which involves moving one electron between an occupied and an unoccupied orbital. In other words, the fact that the LDA orbitals do not yield the desired simple structure of the CBM in these systems does not mean that there is no one-particle basis that would. In many cases, the difficulty is likely to instead be that the density functional used in practice failed to produce such a basis. While our wave function is explicitly constructed to be resilient to this difficulty, as confirmed by VMC-CISD's insensitivity in ZnO to whether we used pure (LDA) or hybrid (PBE0) orbitals, MBPT can be more strongly affected, especially in its highly affordable G 0 W 0 incarnation. Encouragingly, our results in ZnO suggest that the variational approach can predict which DFT starting points are most suitable for use with MBPT. When we construct our wave function in the basis of PBE0 orbitals, we find that the CBM is much closer to MBPT's zeroth order picture, as seen in Figure 2 , and indeed the G 0 W 0 band gap is much improved when the LDA starting point is replaced with PBE0. For systems like ZnO where the results of MBPT can be highly sensitive to the ingredients of the density functional, whether it be the fraction of exact exchange or the Hubbard U parameter, 50 our approach thus offers the ability to compare CBM wave functions from different functionals in order to test directly which cases best adhere to MBPT's assumed zeroth order picture. In this way, we expect that the variational approach will be able to assist applications of MBPT and the BSE method in a way that increases their predictive power.
The results in Tables I and II also reveal the importance of including state-specific relaxations of the orbitals in our variational wave function. When these relaxations are withheld, resulting in treatments that consist of the (Jastrow-modified) closed-shell Kohn-Sham determinant for the VBM and a linear combination of all single particle-hole transitions for the CBM, the resulting gap predictions (labeled by VMC-CIS) are both less accurate and more sensitive to the choice of density functional. Given that this restriction tends to increases the predicted gaps, we understand this effect as a bias in favor of the VBM arising from the fact that DFT explicitly optimizes the one-particle states for the ground state and thus produces an orbital basis that omits any re-polarizations of the electron cloud that may occur in the vicinity of the exciton. The inclusion of doubles excitations for the large components of our ansatz mimics the effects of an orbital rotation, 54, 55 which, when combined with our state-specific variational optimization, is able to capture these exciton-induced polarization effects. Happily, recent progress in explicitly optimizing the one-particle basis for multi-Slater wave functions 56, 57 and new methods for compactly representing such expansions 58 mean that in future the explicit inclusion of doubles excitations should become unnecessary and substantial improvements to efficiency should be possible. Furthermore, the use of a rigorous variational principle guarantees that as wave function flexibility is increased, e.g. by augmentation with the arbitrary configuration interaction expansions recently exploited by selective CI methods, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] errors in zero-temperature, non-relativistic gaps will be systematically eliminated.
We have shown that an excited state variational principle can be combined with simple, physically-motivated wave function approximations to evaluate optical band gaps in a way that is both insensitive to the DFT starting point and informative about whether a given functional satisfies the assumptions of MPBT. Given the dominant role that MBPT plays in the theoretical interpretation of materials spectroscopy, a method that is able to improve its predictive power has the potential to be highly impactful. Even in cases where exciton-induced repolarization effects are large and it is not possible to identify a density functional that yields a one-particle basis appropriate for describing both the VBM and the lowlying conduction band states, the ability to provide variational predictions of band-edge energies, perhaps even in a k-point-by-k-point fashion, would create the possibility of developing first-principles-based scissors corrections for the BSE Hamiltonian, a practice that at present can be quite effective when performed empirically. 53, 67 In molecular excitations, variational excited states [20] [21] [22] [23] and MBPT 68 have been explored separately, but the same potential for strong synergies between VMC and MBPT are present. In both molecules and solids, our approach also provides a reasonably black-box route to producing high-quality nodal surfaces for excited states in diffusion Monte Carlo, which even with less sophisticated VMC preparations has already shown promise in evaluating band gaps. [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] With this wide range of promising connections, we look forward to further exploring the role that variational approaches can play in deciphering and designing molecular and materials spectra.
All DFT calculations were performed with QUAN-TUM ESPRESSO 5.3.0 using a 350-Ry kinetic energy cutoff and a 4×4×4 k-point grid. An fcc lattice structure was used for LiH and LiF with lattice constant of 7.716 and 7.625 Bohr, respectively. The diamond cubic structure was used for both C diamond and Si with lattice constant of 6.740 and 10.263 Bohr, respectively. The wurtzite structure was used for ZnO with lattice constants set to a = 3.250 Bohr and c = 5.207 Bohr. Note that all lattice constants were chosen based on experimental values. For all systems except ZnO, a 2-atom unit cell was used in DFT calculations. For ZnO, a 4-atom unit cell was used for DFT.
VMC calculations for LiH and LiF were performed in simulation cells containing 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 atoms, after which 1/N extrapolations were used to predict the band gap in the thermodynamic limit. For C diamond and Si, VMC calculations were performed in 8, 16 and 24 atom simulations cells and extrapolations were carried out in the same manner.
Due to the high cost of simulating the semi-core electrons of Zn, which was necessary to produce physically reasonable results, we were limited by our current software implementation to a maximum of 8 atoms in our simulation cell for ZnO, which did not permit us to perform the same type of finite size correction as for the systems above. Instead, we have derived a simple finite size correction based on previous diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) work 74 in which nodal surfaces for both the CBM and VBM were constructed using a simple single-Slater model. The previous study reports results for a 48 atom simulation cell, and so we have performed the equivalent single-Slater DMC calculations for our 8 atom cell and used the difference in the DMC gap at these two cell sizes to provide an approximate finite size correction for our 8 atom VMC gap. Note that this approach has no effect on our conclusions with regard to either the nature of the CBM state under different density functionals or the insensitivity of our VMC gap predictions to the choice of functional, as these properties are entirely determined within our 8 atom VMC evaluations.
